Household Solidarity Grants for Income Loss: cash assistance for households that are experiencing significant financial impact due to COVID (we let pastors use their discretion on what is "significant") AND are INELIGIBLE for Unemployment and/or federal assistance funds. The amount of the grant is dependent upon eligibility for other assistance (if a household IS eligible for federal stimulus assistance but NOT unemployment, they will receive a smaller grant than a household that is not eligible for either). Applications are submitted by congregations--all households should be listed on one application, and grants will be awarded in a lump sum to the congregation. The current cap for a single congregation is $10,000; if a congregation reaches that threshold, we will forward the application to NBA and will consider subsequent Week of Compassion grants, if funds are available.

COVID-19 Relief Ministry Grants (Feeding Ministries): up to $2000 for food-related ministries that were started to meet COVID-19 related needs or were pre-existing but are experiencing increased need/expenses and/or diminished resources due to COVID-19. Congregational, Regional, and Independent/ecumenical ministries are all eligible; independent/ecumenical ministries must have strong Disciples ties or leadership.

Please send all applications to Regional Minister Bill Rose-Heim (per request from Vy Nguyen)